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ABSTRACT

We analyse, in a probabilistic setting, Newcombe's (1981) life table method of
estimating rates of onset of high-penetrance single-gene disorders, and extend
this to a counting process model for individual life histories, including move-
ment between risk groups arising from genetic testing and onset in relatives.
A key result is that estimates of rates of onset at any age x must be condi-
tioned only on information available when subjects were age x, even though
their later life histories might be available to the investigator. This determines
the data that must be included in pedigrees. We derive a Nelson-Aalen-type
estimate of a function of the rate of onset, and show that when all that is known
is that the persons in the study inherited a mutation with probability 1/2, the
function estimated is bounded. In practice, the treatment of censored obser-
vations or the methods of ascertainment might cause the estimate to exceed
this bound, which results in infinite estimates of the rate of onset but might
be a useful diagnostic check on the presence of these features. We summarise
the literature on mutations in the Presenilin-1 (PSEN-1) gene, associated with
early-onset Alzheimer's disease (EOAD), and from published pedigrees we
estimate rates of onset of EOAD.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Estimating Rates of Onset of Single-Gene Disorders

Among the human diseases caused by single-gene disorders are some whose
sporadic occurrence (that is, in the absence of a gene mutation) is rare or
unknown. In these cases, age-related rates of onset can be estimated using
the life table method of Newcombe (1981), following Elandt-Johnson (1973).
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Before the introduction of DNA-based genetic testing, members of affected
families could only be confirmed as mutation carriers once onset had occurred.
The longer someone survived disease-free, therefore, the more likely it was
that they did not carry the mutation, and observation of non-carriers would
inevitably be censored. Some early estimates of rates of onset simply excluded
these censored cases, but Newcombe (1981) pointed out that this was biased; his
method properly allowed for them. It was obtained in a deterministic setting,
in which the properties of the resulting estimates were not directly available.

If a (reliable) genetic test is available, asymptomatic members of affected
families can be: untested and at risk of being a carrier; tested and known to
be a carrier; or tested and known not to be a carrier. One of the aims of this
paper is to extend Newcombe's method to allow for these new risk groups.

In Section 2, we describe pedigrees, or family histories, which are the data
from which rates of onset can be estimated. An important question is how to
make use of information gained about risk status; this may change throughout a
person's lifetime as their own and their relatives' life histories reveal information.
A key feature of Newcombe's method is that all the information available at the
time of the study is used to assign people to the same risk groups throughout
their lives; in effect, making the best use of the latest available information.

In Section 3 we use a simple probabilistic model to study how information
acquired at different times might be used in moment estimates of rates of onset,
via conditional expectations or probabilities of onset. We show that, perhaps
surprisingly, information acquired at any age x should not be used in estimating
rates of onset at earlier ages. Intuitively, it might seem that its use should lead
to better estimates, but in a probabilistic setting this is seen to be untrue.

Therefore, when there are a number of distinct risk groups, individuals
may have to be assigned to different groups at different times, depending on
the information that has by then emerged. In Section 4 we specify a model that
allows for this, in a discrete-state continuous-time setting, and obtain Nelson-
Aalen type estimates for certain functions of the transition intensity of interest,
along with approximate confidence intervals. Further, in the simplest case we
find that the function estimated is bounded above, unlike the usual integrated
hazard, providing a diagnostic check for the inclusion of censored observations
or possibly ascertainment bias.

For actuarial applications, we think in terms of a continuous-time, finite-
state stochastic process model (see Macdonald, 1997, 1999; Subramanian et al,
2000) in which some of the transitions represent onset of EOAD; the rates of
onset are then the transition intensities in the model. This will be the subject
of future research.

1.2. Estimating Rates of Onset of Early-Onset Alzheimer's Disease

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia, and a major
health problem in many countries. It is characterized by a gradual and progres-
sive decline in cognitive function. Early-onset Alzheimer's disease (EOAD) is
AD occurring before age 65. Whereas AD after that age is relatively common,
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EOAD is rare. Sometimes it runs in families, with a pattern of inheritance
suggesting that one or more autosomal dominant genes are responsible. Three
genes, amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin-1 (PSEN-1) and presenilin-2
(PSEN-2) have been confirmed as causing EOAD. PSEN-1, responsible for
about 20-70% of EOAD, is the subject of this paper. PSEN-1 mutations are
usually associated with very aggressive EOAD, with duration of dementia of
about 5 years (Russo et al., 2000). Appendix A gives more detail about EOAD
and PSEN-1 mutations.

A fourth gene, ApoE, is associated with increased susceptibility to AD at
older ages. Its implications for long-term care insurance or costs have been dis-
cussed by Macdonald & Pritchard (1999, 2000) and Warren et al. (1999). Other
genes involved in AD, possibly in combination with ApoE, remain to be found.

Dartigues & Letenneur (2000) describe the genetic epidemiology of AD,
which is almost entirely related to the ApoE gene. No estimates of incidence
rates of EOAD have been published, and very few estimates of prevalence;
little is known about mutation frequencies. The estimates of incidence rates in
respect of PSEN-1 mutations in this paper are novel.

We use the methods described in Section 4 to estimate rates of onset of
EOAD associated with PSEN-1 mutations (published data on PSEN-2 and
APP mutations are not extensive enough to support a similar analysis). Many
of the articles on PSEN-1 mutations that we use (summarised in Appendix B)
include useable pedigrees, but few give all the times of entry to and exit from
all relevant risk groups, especially for censored cases, so we have had to make
some approximations, described in Section 5.2. The details of the estimation
are in Sections 5.3 to 5.5, and conclusions are in Section 6.

2. PEDIGREE ANALYSIS

2.1. Pedigrees and Mutation Probabilities

Figure 1 gives a hypothetical example of a pedigree. The father in this exam-
ple did not have a genetic test, but EOAD is so rare that we can reasonably
assume that he did carry the mutation. Of the second generation, the first,
second and fourth lives have been tested and have a mutation; the third life
has been tested and has no mutation; and the fifth and sixth lives have not
been tested and are at risk of having the mutation. The probabilities that they
have a mutation depend on the available information. By Mendel's laws, these
probabilities would appear to be 1/2 each, but this may have to be modified in
complicated ways. For example, denote the father F and the fifth child C.

(a) Survival free of EOAD reduces the probability that someone at risk has a
mutation, ultimately to zero if the mutation is fully penetrant. Let p(x) be
the probability that a mutation carrier is free of EOAD at age x. Then the
probability that an at-risk individual who is free of EOAD at age x is a
carrier (ignoring all other decrements) is p(x)l (I +p(x)), which is the Men-
delian 1/2 at age 0.
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(54)' 48* 46* 44* 40 40
FIGURE 1: A hypothetical example of a pedigree. Squares are males, circles are females, and a slash

denotes death. Affected individuals are shown as filled squares/circles. The age at onset or oldest observed
age free of AD is shown, and age at death is given in brackets. An asterisk means that a person has been

tested and does carry a mutation, a dagger that he/she has been tested and does not carry a mutation.
By convention siblings are listed left-to-right in birth order.

(b) F's carrier status was not known when C was born; only when his condi-
tion appeared later on. If one of F's parents had had EOAD then, when
C was born, the Mendelian probability of her having a mutation would be
1/4, not 1/2, but again this would be modified by survival. For example, if
C was born when F was age 25, Cs mutation probability at age x, while F
was healthy (again ignoring all other decrements), would be:

0.25p(x)p(x+25)
(1)

(c) Even this may fail to use all the available information. While F is healthy,
the survival of Cs siblings free of symptoms (and before having had a
genetic test) also decreases the probability that C carries a mutation. See
Newcombe (1981) for an example of these calculations.

Complications (b) and (c) above arise only when the carrier status of F and
all of Cs siblings is uncertain. As soon as any one of them develops EOAD,
and can be assumed to have the mutation, Cs mutation probability reverts to
p{x)l{\ +p(x)). Alternatively, if C were to have a (100% accurate) genetic test,
her mutation probability would then change to 0 or 1. Similarly, as long as F
remains free of EOAD, his mutation probability depends upon the continuing
freedom from EOAD of all his children.

We ignored other decrements above (death from other causes or loss to
follow-up) which would, in practice, introduce censoring mechanisms.

2.2. Definition of Risk Groups

At any time, a family member is in one of four risk groups:

(a) Group 1: Mutation known to be absent. As a result of a genetic test, taken
by the person or an ancestor, the mutation probability is 0 (assuming the
test to be accurate).
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(b) Group 2: Mutation known to be present. Either a genetic test has revealed
a mutation, or EOAD has occurred. EOAD is rare enough that, within
affected families, its presence may be assumed to indicate the presence
of a gene mutation, though strictly a genetic test would be necessary to
confirm it. This assumption could not be made in the case of a condition
that commonly occurred for other reasons (for example, breast cancer).

(c) Group 3: Parent or any sibling known to have the mutation. The mutation
probability is p{x)l{\ +p(x)). This depends only on the age of the individ-
ual concerned, it does not depend explicitly on the details of the family.

(d) Group 4: Parent and siblings at risk but free of EOAD. The mutation prob-
ability is complicated and depends explicitly on the details of the family;
Equation (1) is the simplest case.

We wish to estimate age-related rates of onset of EOAD. It is clear that the
risk groups defined above will enter the analysis somehow. For example, con-
sider simple occurrence/exposure rates. The numerators present no problems,
but the exposures will have to allow for the different risk groups. An intuitive
approach is to weight each person's contribution to the exposure at age x by
the probability that they have the mutation. Strictly, we should say the condi-
tional probability that they have the mutation, since it depends on the data.
A key question is this: for a person at risk at age x, what information should
we use to condition the probability that they have the mutation?

An example will show why the question arises. Consider an only child who
is age 10 when her mother suffers EOAD, and who suffers it herself at age 40,
dying at age 50. How does she contribute to the exposure at age 20? We could
use this life history in two ways:

(a) She was in risk group 4 for ten years, risk group 3 for thirty years and risk
group 2 for ten years. At age 20, based only on what was known at that time
she had the mutation with probabilityp(20)/(I +p(20)), which is therefore
her contribution to the exposure.

(b) By the time the analysis is carried out, after her death, it is known that she
had had EOAD so she was, in fact, in risk group 2 throughout her life.
She therefore contributes one full year to the exposure at age 20.

The latter is the basis of the 'life table method' of Newcombe (1981). Intuitively,
it seems sensible to condition on all the information available at the time of
the study, and to use this 'best knowledge' to assign each person to one risk
group throughout their life. However, this leads to problems in interpreting
the resulting occurrence/exposure rates.

2.3. The Life Table Method

Based on Elandt-Johnson (1973), Newcombe (1981) introduced a modified
life table analysis for Huntington's disease (HD) to allow for risk pools like
groups 3 and 4 above (this work predated the discovery of the HD gene).
Previous analyses had estimated occurrence/exposure rates based only on affected
persons (risk group 2 above) which were clearly biased, especially at older
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ages, because the omission of censored observations understated the true
numbers at risk. Newcombe's estimate added terms to the exposure to allow
for censored observations of at-risk individuals. Harper & Newcombe (1992)
tabulated probabilities of being a carrier, given age and family history, that
are used in counselling for people at risk of HD.

Four groups were distinguished; obligate carriers with mutation probabil-
ity 1, and at-risk individuals with Mendelian mutation probability 0.5, 0.25 or
0.125, depending on the last generation affected. Suppose that Ax persons suf-
fered onset of HD at age x, and observation of Nx lifetimes was censored at
age x. For each of these, the mutation probability was calculated allowing
for all the information available at the time of the study, including what was
known about relatives; call this R'x in respect of the ith life censored at age x.
The exposure to risk, during each full year of observation, in respect of lives
censored at age x was taken to be 2-1, *R'x, and the effective total (initial-type)
exposure at age x was:

i=Ny i=Nx

y>x y>x i=l i=l

Because of the appearance of rates of onset in the R'x, it was impossible to
estimate one-year probabilities as Ax I Ex in the usual way; the system of 71
non-linear equations was solved by iteration.

This method seems intuitively reasonable, but it was not derived from any
underlying probabilistic model, and its properties are hard to find for that
reason as well as because of its inherent complexity. Confidence limits were
not available, for example. A simulation experiment showed that the mean age
at onset was biased slightly upwards; the bias was statistically but not practi-
cally significant.

3. AN ANALYSIS OF THE LIFE TABLE METHOD

Occurrence/exposure rates arise very naturally as moment estimates in the con-
text of probabilistic models for censored data. Put simply, we proceed from
the model specification to an equation of the form:

E[No. of Events | Information] = P [Event] x E (3)

where E is some quantity that is known from the given information. As the
notation suggests, E can often be interpreted as an intuitive 'exposure to risk',
hence the name 'occurrence/exposure rates' for the resulting moment estimates.
In most simple cases, moment and likelihood estimates coincide (we concen-
trate on moment estimates, because that is the simplest interpretation of the
Nelson-Aalen estimate we use later).

In Elandt-Johnson (1973) and Newcombe (1981) no probabilistic model
was specified explicitly, and expected values were implicitly replaced by propor-
tions. Here we use a simple probabilistic model, that includes the key features
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of Newcombe's estimation procedure, to pose some questions about the con-
ditional expectations that may underlie Equations (2) and (3).

Suppose we begin with a sample of N independent lives who, at birth,
each have a mutation with probability 1/2. A person with the mutation, healthy
at age x, has probability qx of suffering onset of the disorder by age x + 1. Let
X), X2, ... be the number of cases of onset during the first year of life, second
year of life and so on. We observe all cases of onset until some fixed age T,
when observation ceases. Onset of the disorder is the only decrement, so the
only cause of censoring is by remaining unaffected at age T. The problem is
to estimate the qx at integer ages x.

3.1. Conditioning on Currently Known Information

First, we can write down the conditional expectations, assuming only that we
know what happened up to the time (or age) for which a rate is being esti-
mated; we denote information known at age x by fx.

i (4)

T ? 1 (5)

E[X3\!F2] = (N-X}-X2) ^ ^ ^ q2 etc. (6)

This is exactly what would be done in a conventional survival analysis. Cen-
sored cases and cases of onset alike are included in the exposure, and there is
no bias arising from the omission of censored cases.

3.2. Conditioning Retrospectively on Observed Cases

Newcombe (1981) takes advantage of the fact that the analysis is retrospec-
tive, and is carried out at time T. By that time, X* = Xi + X2 + ... + XT indi-
viduals have been identified as mutation carriers, and (N-X*) may or may not
be. This information is used to split the sample population in two throughout
the analysis:

(a) the X* known to be mutation carriers; and
(b) the N-X* not known to be mutation carriers, each of whom is a muta-

tion carrier with probability PI {\ + P), where:

P = (l-<? 0)(l-<7 l)-(l-<7r-i). (7)

Note that knowing X* is not the same as knowing X b X2,... X r separately.
Conditional expected values of X b X2,... are then found using this addi-

tional information; here we denote the information at age x by J*x. Note that
E[X*| %\ = N(l -P)/2, while E[X*| ^ =X*.
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\-{\-qo){\-ql)...(\-qT_l)

etc.

(8)

(9)

(10)

We derive Equation (9) as an example. Let Xj be the indicator of onset of the
disorder during the j t h year of life of the ith person. That is, Xj = 1 if the
ith person suffers onset between agesy- 1 andy, and Xj = 0 otherwise. Then
X^—S^XJ. Further, define Cto be set of indices corresponding to the X*
identified mutation carriers, and let 11 be the set of indices corresponding to
censored observations. That is, ieCif the ith life suffered onset, and i E 11 other-
wise. Then:

i=N

x[=0
jeu

*;=o

1 _ 9 9

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

In going from Equation (12) to Equation (13) we split the summation between
sets of indices that are known given J*, and then the second sum clearly dis-
appears because P [x'2 = 1 i eU, X̂ ' = o] = P [X'2 = 11/ G11 ] = 0, by definition of u.

This approach apparently yields a system of T equations in T unknowns,
-i] ~ X r , so we must have

pp p p y y y
which we might try to solve. Unfortunately E [ x r ]
qT_i = 1 and the solution collapses. Essentially, this is because we have conditioned
on the very statistic we need for estimation. Any attempt to write down a con-
ditional likelihood, conditioning on C and 11, will suffer similar problems.

Note that these estimates are the same as those obtained by ignoring cen-
sored observations, that Newcombe (1981) observed to be biased.

3.3. Newcombe's Estimates

The exposures in Newcombe's estimates are different; they are:

(15)
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(16)

etc. (17)

These correspond to Equations (2), except that here, censoring occurs only at
one fixed age. As can be seen from Section 3.2, they are not the conditional
expectations, given the information used by Newcombe (1981), and the result-
ing estimates are not moment estimates (or conditional likelihood estimates).
Nevertheless, they are consistent with moment estimates in the sense that
E[£o I 7o]tfo = Ept, | %], E[£, | ?x]qx = E[X21 Tx] and so on (as can easily be
checked) so for reasonably large samples, they should be quite similar. In a
probabilistic framework, however, conditioning on information that includes
the very events being studied fails. The absence of a probabilistic framework
also means that the properties of the Newcombe's estimator cannot be studied
directly.

3.4. Information From Events Other Than Onset

Information about a person's genotype can be revealed by events other than
they themselves suffering onset of the disorder. Onset in relatives, or genetic
tests taken by the person or their relatives, can alter their risk status. How
should people be assigned to risk groups in light of these events? For example:

(a) Consider identical twin brothers, at risk 1/2 of being carriers. One suf-
fers onset at age 40. As we saw in Section 3.2, we cannot then assign him
to the 'known carrier' risk group at earlier ages, but can we so assign his
brother?

(b) Consider someone age 30 who takes a genetic test that shows they are a
carrier. This is not the same event as that whose rate of occurrence we
wish to estimate, so can we assign that person to the 'known carrier' risk
group at earlier ages? And can we use this information when assigning
their relatives (for example, children) to risk groups?

It should be clear that the answer to (a) above is no. The event whose rate
of occurrence is being estimated cannot appear in the information set used in
conditional expectations or probabilities. This is perhaps most obvious if we
consider the likelihood, which would be the conditional joint probability of
the observed events befalling both brothers; we cannot condition on different
information in respect of each.

The answer to (b) above is also no; however we try to condition on the
information revealed by an event before it has happened, analysis like that in
Section 3.2 shows this to be flawed. The reason is the same, that conditioning
on & future event that implies that onset will not occur before that time means
that onset occurs now with probability zero. We cannot even retrieve matters
by choosing to 'forget' some of the information that we so inconveniently know:
for example, if the problem is that the age at which a genetic test was taken is
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known, can we not simply 'forget' that piece of information, and then assign
tested individuals to a 'known status' risk group throughout their lives? Denote
this information at age x by f\ and consider (for example):

1=1

(18)

Suppose the /'* life is known to have had a positive test before onset, but when
is unknown. Let the unknown time of the test be T. Then:

P[T'< l ] ^ + P[T'> l] x 0. (19)

and:

(a) we have effectively removed a proportion of the at-risk population, leading
to the same sort of biased estimate as if only observed cases of onset were
included; and

(b) we have had to introduce age-related probabilities of taking a genetic
test.

In a probabilistic setting, every attempt to use knowledge obtained at future
ages to improve estimates of rates of onset at past ages is foiled because,
conditioning on that information, we know that onset did not occur. And,
although we have considered conditional expectations and moment estimates,
the same will be true of conditional probabilities and likelihood estimates. For
an interesting discussion of conditioning on missing or unobserved information
(called 'data coarsening') see Heitjan (1994).

In this section we have omitted any complications, but it is clear that we
should not assign individuals retrospectively to one risk group throughout
their lives, but allow them to be in different risk groups at different ages.
This leads naturally to continuous-time discrete-state stochastic process models.
In Section 4.1 we will specify such a model in which a person age x is assigned
to a risk group using only the information available at age x, and we will derive
a modified version of the Nelson-Aalen estimate.

3.5. A Corollary: What Information Should Pedigrees Include?

This conclusion has an important corollary, concerning the information that
ought to be included in pedigrees. A person moves from one risk group to
another either when they have a genetic test, or when a relative has a genetic
test or suffers onset of EOAD. Therefore:

(a) the age at which an asymptomatic person has a genetic test; and
(b) the affected parent's age at the birth of each child

must be recorded as part of the pedigree; for epidemiological purposes it is
not enough just to know a test result, or the unconnected ages of family
members when events befall them.
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0 = alive 1 = dead

FIGURE 2: A two state model of mortality.

4. A MODIFIED NELSON-AALEN ESTIMATE

From now on, we will often refer to the rate of onset as a transition intensity
(or just intensity), denoted fi(x) as a function of age x, adding subscripts in
models involving more than one intensity. It is a natural target for estimation
because it is a key quantity in many actuarial applications. Equivalently, we
can estimate any simple function of fi(x). One such function is the integrated
intensity f% /* (t)dt, for which there is a natural estimate, the Nelson-Aalen
estimate. This has nice statistical properties, but for our purposes its advan-
tage is that it can be generalised to allow for uncertainty about genotype.

In Section 4.1 we introduce the Nelson-Aalen estimate, then we modify it
in stages:

(a) in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we allow for an unaffected person with Mendelian
probability p at birth of having a mutation;

(b) in Section 4.4 we allow for genetic testing; and
(c) in Section 4.5 we allow for (or rather, are defeated by) the information

contributed by unaffected relatives.

4.1. The Nelson-Aalen Estimate

Here we introduce, non-rigorously, the Nelson-Aalen estimate. A fuller, but
still heuristic, introduction to counting processes can be found in Macdonald
(1996); see Fleming & Harrington (1991) or Andersen et al. (1993) for a proper
treatment.

Suppose we observe M lives, each of whose survival can be represented by
the continuous-time model in Figure 2. The state space is S = {0, 1}, and at
age x the state occupied by the ith person is denoted S'(x), W(x) is the num-
ber of transitions from alive to dead by age x (either 0 or 1), and Yl(x) indi-
cates presence in the alive state just before age x (Y'(x) = 1 if the life is alive
just before age x, and is 0 otherwise). Fl = {!Fx}x>o is the natural filtration of
~N'(x). The compensated process M'(x) - N'(x) -flY'(t)/u(t)dt is a /''-martin-
gale, and/o Y'(t)ju(t)dt is the F'-compensator of N'(JC).

Sum these quantities over the M lives (N(x) = 2 ^ N' (x) and so on, absence
of the superscript / denoting such sums) and let F = {Jx}x^ be the natural fil-
tration. M(x) is a F-martingale and, if H(x) is a predictable process adapted
to F, the stochastic integral / J H(r) dM (t) = fl H(f) d~N (t) -fl H(t)Y(t)fi(t)dt is
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also a F-martingale, zero at x = 0. Define J(x) = I{Y(x)>o}> with the convention
that Y(x) = 0 => J(x) / Y(x) = 0, and take H(x) - J(x) I Y(x). Then:

= E

A(x)=/oJ(OY"1(O^N(/) is the Nelson-Aalen estimate of fln(t)dt. In words:
at age x, Y(x) lives are at risk. If one dies, the estimate increases by 1 / Y(x),
provided Y(x) > 0. J(x) takes care of the possibility that Y(x) = 0. In between
observed death times, the estimate is level. Equation (20) shows that A(x) is
'almost' unbiased, the bias arising from the possibility that no lives remain
under observation.
The variance of the Nelson-Aalen estimate can be estimated reasonably well by:

(Andersen et al., 1993), where AN(?) is the jump in N(f) at time t, leading to
pointwise confidence intervals. However, in Section 4.2 we estimate a more
complicated function of the intensity, and we will use the so-called 'Weird
Bootstrap' (Andersen et al, 1993).

(a) At each jump time of N(x), fix the numbers at risk at their observed values
Y(x).

(b) Simulate the number of deaths at a jump time, as a Binomial (Y(x);
a"N(x) I Y(x)) random variable.

(c) Calculate a simulated Nelson-Aalen estimate, and solve for the intensity if
desired.

(d) Over many simulations, the distribution of f%(i{i)dt or fi(x) is built up, from
which pointwise confidence intervals can be found directly.

The indicators Y'(x) and Y(x) can allow for many censoring schemes. In this
case the natural filtration is 71 - a(W(t); Y'(t) : t < x), but for simplicity we
ignore such censoring in what follows.

4.2. A Modified Nelson-Aalen Estimate

Figure 3 shows a model representing the onset of AD, with two starting states:
State 0 (has mutation) and State 1 (no mutation). The state space is now 5 =
{0, 1,2}. Therefore:

(a) fiO2(x) is the incidence rate that we wish to estimate; and
(b) jul2(x) is the incidence rate of sporadic EOAD, assumed known (often zero).

We suppose that the person has not had a genetic test, so we do not know in
which state they start (at birth), but we know the Mendelian probability/? that, at
birth, they are in State 0, and 1 -p that they are in State 1, for example because
an ancestor is a known mutation carrier (Groups 3 and 4 in Section 2.2).
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0 = +ve

1 = —ve

FIGURE 3: A model of the incidence of Alzheimer's disease where an individual may have
an EOAD mutation (State 0, +ve) or may not have an EOAD mutation (State 1, -ve).

Here, we modify the Nelson-Aalen estimate, and show that it estimates a
function of/u02(x), more complicated than /g juO2(t)dt, but capable of numerical
solution.

In obvious notation, the model for the ith life history is the multivariate
counting process (NQ2(X), N{2(X)) and indicators (Y'0(x), Y[(x)). However, we
cannot observe these separately, but only N'(x) = NQ2(X) + N'12(x) and Y'(x)
= YQ(X) + Y{ (x), so our information is:

(a) p, the Mendelian probability of carrying a mutation; and
(b) the filtration G' - {<jx}x>0, where Q[

x = a(N'(t) :t<x); we observe whether
or not AD has appeared by age x.

It is easily checked that:

dt

p exp (-f' /u02 (s)ds) nm (t) + (1 - p)exp (-f' /ul2 (s)ds) fin (i)

— — rj' —
-jo fiu(s)dsj

pexp\-Jo /u02(s)ds

isis the G'-compensator of N'(x). Since /%(x) represents a highly penetrant
disorder, and ju\2(x) a rare sporadic event, {iO2(x) > Mn(x)> a n d we approxi-
mate ^i2(x) = 0. Then:

A'(pc) Y'(0
p exp (-fuO2(s)d

(23)

which we take as the definition of X(t, /u). (We define X{t, f£) for notational
convenience only; it is a function of fJ.^) for all s < t.) Now sum over all lives
(N(x) = 2,^i N' (x) and so on) and define J(x) = I{Yw>0} as before, then:

(24)
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14 ENG HOCK GUI AND ANGUS MACDONALD

is an 'almost' unbiased estimate of /£X(t, fi)/xO2(t)dt. The obvious procedure is
then: estimate A(x), let A(x) be a smoothed version of it, and estimate fiO2(x)
by solving:

^ (x). (25)

numerically. Alternatively, note that:

estimates fl fiO2(t)dt, which we could solve by iteration (rather as Newcombe
(1981) did). We may take:

to estimate Var[A(x)] and Var[f(x)], respectively (see Andersen et al. (1993)
Section IV. 1). The 'Weird Bootstrap' (Section 4.1) can be used exactly as before
to find confidence intervals for nO2{x); at each event time we have a risk set
containing an unknown true number of lives with a mutation, but by using
the same Binomial distribution we correctly re-sample from the observations.

4.3. A Diagnostic Check for the Inclusion of Censored Observations

Let A{x) be the solution of Equation (25), based on the 'true' intensity juO2(x).
The 'true' version of Equation (25) can be put in the form:

^f(x) + c(x)f(x)=^c(x) (28)

where c(x) = A'(x) and fix) = exp(-/o juO2(t)dt). Solving this linear ODE, we
see that any solution of Equation (25) with/(0) = 1 and A(0) = 0 satisfies:

exp -f (29)

which means that A(x) cannot exceed -log(l -p). In practice, A(x) can exceed
-log(l -/>), in which case ftO2(x) explodes to infinity. If p = 1/2, -log(l -p) is
only 0.693. Figure 4 shows the true A(x), and six simulated estimates of A(x)
between ages 0-60 (sample size 30, all observed from age 0, with random cen-
soring taking place from age 20, heavier near the younger ages), for p = 1/2
and a hypothetical intensity juO2(x) = (-x4 + S5x3 - 25x2) x 10~7 that reaches
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simulated set 2
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Age
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FIGURE 4: A(x), and six simulated estimates of A(x) with sample size 30, for a hypothetical intensity
/im(x) = (-x4+ 85A;3-25.x2) x 10~7 andp= 1/2, with random censoring.

about 0.5 at age 60, so penetrance is close to 100%. Two of the simulated esti-
mates exceed the bound. This is quite predictable at older ages, where the
exposure is small; however the exposure may be understated for other rea-
sons. If A(x) exceeds its bound at a rather early age, where exposures are still
reasonable, we should suspect that some censored cases have been excluded
from the data, perhaps because vital information such as age at censoring has
not been recorded, or because only families with large numbers of affected
members have been studied (the latter is called 'ascertainment bias' and is a
major feature of genetic epidemiology). This may provide a useful diagnostic
check.

Equation (29) extends to a heterogeneous model, in which different rates
of onset may be associated with different mutations. Suppose there are two
mutations, that an 'at-risk' person carries with probabilities pl and p2, respec-
tively {px +p2=p). The associated rates of onset are//02W and/z^OO, respec-
tively. The form of A(x) is found by modifying Equation (22) in the obvious
way, and in place of Equation (29) we obtain:

-f n\2{i)dt +/?2exp -f
AW

(30)

We remark that the common life-table assumption of an upper limit w to life-
times implies that fi(x) explodes dXx-w. In ordinary survival analysis this is
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1 = Untested
Prob = p < 1

2 = Tested
Prob = 0 or 1

FIGURE 5: A Markov model of transfers between states representing the Mendelian
probability (at birth) of having a mutation, and genetic testing.

unproblematic, because f^n{i)dt need not be bounded, but here the bound on
A(x) may present a fundamental limit to inference if penetrance is high and
data are sparse.

4.4. Allowing for Genetic Testing

Genetic testing is easily included by adding transitions into 'tested' states to
the model in Figure 3, but we use a slightly different approach which is easier
to extend later. Figure 5 shows a Markov model representing the information
gained from a test. At birth, the Mendelian probability of having a mutation
is p < 1, but after testing it is either 0 or 1. The state space of this model is
T= {1, 2}, and the state occupied at age x by the /'* life is the process P'(x).
Combining the two models, we work with the state space S x % and the state
occupied at age x is the process (S'(JC), P'QC)). Our counting processes are now
~N'jkl(x) and Njw(x) representing jumps from state (/,/) to (k,I), and from state
(j,k) to (/,/), respectively, and the indicator of presence in state (j,k) is denoted
Y),k(x).

All that we are interested in is that P'(x) is observable; we are not inter-
ested in the intensity in Figure 5, even though it could conceivably depend on
/%(x). The processes we can observe are N{(x) = NQ2,I(JC) + N{2>i(x) and N^C*).
Define Y[(x) = Y'0A(x) + Y{tl(x), and let G' be the natural filtration generated
by the observable processes. Assuming jul2(x)~0, N{(x) has C-compensator
flY\(t)k(t, fi)fiO2(t)dt, while N ^ W has G'-compensator/o Yi)2(t)juO2(t)dt.

Sum over all M lives, dropping the / superscripts, and define j,(x) and
in the same way as before. Then:

(31)
o l W o " —

is a Nelson-Aalen-type estimate of/o(l + A(t, fi)fiO2(t)dt, or:

o o

is a Nelson-Aalen-type estimate of 2f%^2{f)dt, and we can proceed as before.
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0 = Untested
Parent, Sibs
All At Risk

1 = Untested
Prob = p < 1

2 = Tested
Prob = 0 or 1

FIGURE 6: A Markov model of transfers between states representing probability at birth of having a
mutation. For the parent and siblings to be 'at risk' means it is not known whether or not any

of them have a mutation. Transition from State 0 to State 1 represents learning that the
parent or a sibling does have a mutation; this fixes p (usually at 1/2).

By orthogonality of the (compensated) components of a multivariate count-
ing process:

Var[A(x)]«/i )

Jo,2@(Yo,2@-ANO2,2(0)

(Yo.2(0)3

(33)

(we omit Var[F(x)]). For confidence intervals of /uO2(x), we can use the Weird
Bootstrap, simulating onset of EOAD separately among those who have or
have not been tested.

In practice, if either risk group is rather small, it might be better to omit
it, because Equation (32) suggests that any cases of onset in that group will be
extremely influential.

4.5. Allowing for Unaffected Relatives

Figure 6 extends the model of Figure 5 to allow for the subject to be born
before the carrier status of the at-risk parent or any siblings is known (State 0).
(This was called risk group 4 in Section 2.2.) As soon as the parent or any sib-
ling is known to have a mutation, the subject's mutation probability at birth is
fixed, usually at p - 0:5 (State 1). Alternatively, the subject could be tested
first. The state space now is 5x 3>, where T= {0, 1,2}.

Note that vm{x) will be a function of /%(0 (in general, at all ages t<x)
since that transition represents onset of EOAD in a relative. However, we
need not try to estimate vox(x); all that matters is that the transition is observ-
able.
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Having no affected relatives is the least tractable part of the model. In pre-
vious sections, the observable counting process components, in respect of the
ith life, had compensators f%Y\(t)k(t, fi)/uO2(t)dt and/JY'O2(t)/uO2(t)dt in which
the integrands took the general form:

Indicator x Function of age and juO2(t). (34)

The key point is that the second term was the same for all lives in the risk group;
the compensator depending on the circumstances of the ith life only through
the indicator. This is no longer true if the subject has only unaffected parents
and siblings, or in general no affected relatives in any number of generations.
The compensator can still be put in the form of Equation (34), but now the
second term will in general be a different function, say 2!(w), for each life,
depending on the relatives' ages as well. As an estimate we get (in the obvious
notation):

A. (xj — / — — d ÎN (f\ ~\~ I —' d "ISr (f) ~i~ • / —•— d iN̂  (t\ (3 5 ̂
o l o °'2 /=1 o oU

(we omit F(x)) in which the third term is unhelpful, and the Nelson-Aalen
methodology breaks down. The simplest solution is to exclude time spent in
State 0 of Figure 6, and use the estimate of Section 4.4, at the cost of not using
all of the data. This will not lead to bias: the compensators leading to Equation
(31) are not changed by anything in this section, so the estimate has the same
statistical properties as before. The form of Newcombe's (1981) estimate did
allow this information to be used.

4.6. Remarks

(a) The fundamental difference between this approach and the life table method
of Newcombe (1981) is in the conditioning. We condition (probabilities of)
events that may befall a person age x on information known at age x, not
on information acquired later, whereas Newcombe (1981) conditions on
the last known risk status at the time of the investigation. Some statistical
properties of the Nelson-Aalen-type estimates are available, while those of
the life table estimates appear not to be.

(b) This method requires that the time spent in different risk groups can be
observed or approximated; therefore, in future, the ages at which genetic
tests were taken will be a relevant part of the pedigree.

(c) It might be thought that, in time, complete families will have genetic tests,
so that non-carriers can be excluded without bias. However, the uptake of
genetic tests is quite low, in respect of severe untreatable disorders, so this
is only likely to happen once effective treatments are available. Epidemiol-
ogists might have to deal with mixtures of risk groups for some time to
come.
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60 (58)

y
40 (60) 61 40 (55) 49 (54) 54

FIGURE 7: Pedigree of the family with the Leu282Arg PSEN-1 mutation (Aldudo et al, 1998),
see Appendix A. Squares are males, circles are females, and a slash denotes death. Affected individuals

are shown as filled squares/circles. The age at onset or oldest observed age free of AD is shown,
and the age at death is given in brackets. By convention siblings are listed left-to-right in birth order.

5. ESTIMATES OF INCIDENCE RATES

5.1. Choice of Estimator

In practically all of the families studied, some genetic tests have been carried
out, suggesting Equations (31) or (32) as estimates. No information is given
on when tests were taken, but we can assume that all tests were very recent, so
almost no time has been spent in the tested state. Therefore, we can drop the
second terms in Equation (31) or Equation (32). Should genetic testing become
more widespread, the second term in Equation (31) or Equation (32) will begin
to contribute.

5.2. Approximations Used With Pedigrees

First, we have to discard any incomplete sibships in pedigrees, since only com-
plete sibships can be regarded as random samples of mutated and wild-type
alleles, based on the appropriate Mendelian probabilities. Most published pedi-
grees give complete sibships in respect of more recent generations but not older
generations.

We need two items of information, in respect of each life included; unfor-
tunately neither is always straightforward. They are:

(a) The age at which each person entered the risk group (entered State (0,1)
or (1,1) in the model, which being unknown) which is their age when their
parent or first sibling contracted EOAD. (In fact, we found only one
example in which a sibling contracted EOAD before the parent (who had
died young) but this was excluded for other reasons.) This, however, is not
usually known from the pedigree, because we do not know the parent's
age when each of their children was born. This datum may well exist in
the full pedigree, but it is not usually published.
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(b) The age at onset of EOAD, or the age at censoring in other cases. The
problem here is that the ages at censoring or death of unaffected siblings
are often not given, even when complete sibships are shown.

Here, we explain the approximations we have used, making all possible use of
the information that is in the pedigrees. We shall see that the effect of (a) above
should be small, but that (b) is more serious.

First, we assume that the affected parent's age at the birth of his or her
children is 30 years, on average. Given the parent's age at onset, this allows us
to approximate the ages at which their children entered the/? = 1/2 risk group.
For example, Figure 7 shows a pedigree of a family with the Leu282Arg PSEN-1
mutation (Aldudo et al, 1998), see Appendix A. The average age of onset in
this family is 43 years (Aldudo et al, 1998). If the average age at childbirth
is 30 years, then the average age of a child when their parent suffers onset is
13 years. We use this whenever the exact age is unknown, or cannot be better
approximated. We proceed as follows:

(a) The mother is excluded since her age at onset is unknown.
(b) We assume the first, third and fourth children were 13 when the mother

suffered onset.
(c) We can do slightly better with the two surviving children. Their average

age is about 58 years, so we suppose their mother suffered onset 58 - (43 -
30) = 45 years ago. Then the second child was 16 and the fifth child 9 at that
time.

Despite some sweeping assumptions, this approach is not likely to affect the
estimation significantly. The reason is that ages at onset are roughly in the
range 30-60 years. Unless child-bearing extends very far on either side of age 30,
there should be few cases in which the true age on entering the relevant risk
group is within this range. Therefore:

(a) most errors will occur at ages with no, or few, observed cases of onset (so
it might be unsuitable for use with diseases that occur before age 20, say);
and

(b) any errors will tend to occur at ages where the exposures are greatest, and
therefore their effect will be minimal.

Next, if the ages of unaffected siblings are not known, we use the convention
that they are listed in birth order to estimate highest and lowest ages at which
censoring might have occurred. Estimates based on these extremes then define
a feasible region for fiO2(x)- For example, consider the hypothetical sibship
shown in Figure 8. There are two unaffected sisters, one still alive.

(a) The older must be at least 55 (say), since her younger brother died at age
54, but she cannot be older than about 58, since her older sister is alive at
age 59.

(b) The younger could have died in infancy, so may never have entered the
p = 1/2 risk group. At the other extreme, she could be just about two years
younger than her unaffected sister, and have died recently. So the highest
and lowest possible ages at censoring are about 56 and 0 respectively.
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.

46 39 (54)

.

47
FIGURE 8: A hypothetical sibship in which the ages of unaffected lives are not known.

The oldest sibling is known to be age 59.

In a few cases, extra information (such as the age at onset of- an affected
child of a sibling) helps to refine these bounds, and we are not interested in
the exact age at censoring if it is above 60 anyway. We had to exclude many
sibships for which even these crude calculations could not be made. Figures 9,
10 and 11 show the approximate maximum and minimum exposure times in
the p=M2 risk group, for males and females combined and separately. Note
that the combined samples include some siblings whose sex was not identified
in the pedigrees.

The need to use approximate bounds on the exposures is a significant
weakness of this analysis, but one that could only be overcome with access to
original pedigree data. We suggest that this is an important area for consider-
ation in future research.

5.3. Smoothing Method

We have six samples: males and females combined and separately, each with
minimum and maximum estimated exposures in the p = 1/2 risk group. We
estimate A(x) for each, then smooth them using a biweight-kernel method,
and Equation (25) is then solved numerically. (Smoothing is also helpful
because the ages of onset show clustering at some quinquennial ages, suggest-
ing approximations in the data.) Kernel smoothing is natural since it exploits
the stochastic integral framework of Nelson-Aalen estimators, and it is quite
robust to the choice of kernel. See Andersen et al. (1993) for details, includ-
ing choice of bandwidth and treatment of extreme ages.

A kernel-smoothed estimate A(x) with bandwidth b is a weighted average
of A(y) for y e [x-b, x + b]. The weights are provided by the kernel, which is
just a symmetric function on [-b, b] integrating to 1. The biweight kernel is
given on [-1,1] by:

*(*)={§ (I-*2)2
(36)
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60 80 20 40

Age

60

FIGURE 9: Estimated exposure times for all persons in the p = 1/2 risk group.
Each line represents the time spent in the risk group by a single individual. The estimated maximum

exposure times are on the left (276 lives), and minimum exposure times on the right (264 lives).
Exposures ending with onset of EOAD are indicated by a triangle.

and it is zero outside [-1,1]. It gives progressively heavier weight to points close
to 0 in the interval [-1,1]. We scale the kernel by the bandwidth b, so that:

(37)

Let xL and xv be the extreme ages. For xL < x < xL + b, we use an asymmetric
kernel, Kq{t). Letting q = x/b, then on [-l,q] we have Kq(t) = K(t)(a +(it),
where

a = (38)
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40

Age

60 80 40

Age

60 80

FIGURE 10: Estimated exposure times for men, maximum exposure times are on the left (72 lives),
and minimum exposure times on the right (64 lives). Exposures ending with onset of EOAD

are indicated by a triangle.

80 80

FIGURE 11: Estimated exposure times for women, maximum exposure times are on the left (81 lives),
and minimum exposure times on the right (79 lives). Exposures ending with onset of EOAD

are indicated by a triangle.

and:

(39)

For xv- b < x < xv, we let q - (xv-x)l b and replace / with -t in Kq{t). Note
that we are not interested in ages over about 60, since later onset is probably
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not EOAD, but the data include cases of onset at higher ages; therefore the
adjustment at the upper age limit does not affect the results reported here.

The bandwidth b is chosen to minimise the mean integrated squared error
(MISE) of X(x, /u)fiO2(x) over a suitable range xL to xv (we use xv < xv since we
are not interested in ages over about 60). For convenience write l{x,
=a(x). We have:

f[a(u)-a(u)]2du (40)

Klein & Moeschberger (1997) show that it suffices to minimise

it;-t,^
(41)

where the first sum is evaluated at J suitable points xL = ul<u2< ... < Uj - xv,
and the second sum at the jump-times of A(x). Figure 12 shows G{b) for the
six samples, and Table 1 shows the results.

Figure 13 shows the the unsmoothed A(x) and smoothed A(x) for men and
women, combined and separately, using the maximum and minimum estimated
exposures for each. In all cases, A(x) exceeds its theoretical bound of log 2
(Section 4.3) by about age 50, so we shall be unable to estimate fi02(x) beyond
that age.

d

q
d

.2 c\i
tt d

HI

all persons, max.exposure
all persons, mln.exposure
men, max.exposure
men, min.exposure
women, max.exposure
women, min.exposure

4 6

Bandwidth, b (years)

10

FIGURE 12: Estimated risk function, G(b), for use in determining the optimal
bandwidth for the PSEN-1 mutation data.
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TABLE 1

OPTIMAL BANDWIDTHS FOR BIWEIGHT KERNEL SMOOTHING.

Sex

Combined
Male
Female

Maximum

No. of
Lives

276
72
81

*v

60
56
56

Exposures

Optimal
Bandwidth

4.5 years
2.3 years
2.2 years

Minimum Exposures

No. of
Lives

264 60
64 56
79 56

Optimal
Bandwidth

4.5 years
2.2 years
2.3 years

5.4. Bootstrap Confidence Intervals

For approximate confidence limits, we generate 500 random samples of onset
based on the observed exposures and onsets at each age (the 'Weird Boot-
strap', see Section 4.1). For each of these samples, the intensity is calculated
as before, and at each age the 12^ and 489fA samples give an approximate 95%
confidence interval for fi®2.

5.5. Results

Figure 14 shows the resulting estimates of /%(x). This has several features:

(a) Although estimates are obtained up to about age 50 (when A(x) exceeds
log 2) their behaviour changes at about age 45.

(b) The confidence limits are limited to shorter age ranges than the esti-
mates, because in each case, among the 500 simulated experiences there
were some in which A(x) exceeded log 2 at a lower age than in the actual
sample.

(c) The estimates in respect of males and females show some unevenness that
may be evidence of clustering at certain ages, but those for the combined
sample seem to be well-smoothed.

(d) The general features of all the estimates are the same; unevenness of the
smaller samples aside, //02C*) reaches about 0.1-0.2 by age 45.

For practical use, it would probably be best not to use these intensities directly,
but to use them as a guide in choosing some simpler, smoother function that
may be extrapolated to age 60 (say).

Probabilities of survival free of EOAD (exp(-/o/%(O^O) a r e shown in
Figure 15, with bootstrapped 95% confidence limits. What is perhaps most
significant is that in all cases, these survival probabilities are very low (< 0.5)
by about age 45, so our inability to obtain good estimates beyond that age
may be of little practical significance. That is, of course, a consequence of the
high penetrance of PSEN-1 mutations.
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fa
All persons,

min. exposure
Bandwidth = 4 5

Men,
max. exposure

Bandwidth = 2.3

Men,
min. exposure

Bandwidth = 2.3

Women,
max. exposure

Bandwidth = 2.2 I:-
Women,

min. exposure
Bandwidth = 2.3

FIGURE 13: Modified Nelson-Aalen estimates of/JA((, ^)^02(?)<# for all persons,
men and women, in families with PSEN-1 mutations. The smoothed versions are shown as dashed lines.

Note different scales.
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FIGURE 14: Estimated incidence rates of EOAD among men and women with PSEN-1 mutations,
combined and separately, with approximate 95% confidence limits.

Note different scales.
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FIGURE 15: Probabilities of surviving free of EOAD among persons with PSEN-1 mutations,
with approximate 95% confidence limits.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Estimation

Genetic tests have created new risk groups in families that carry dominant
single-gene disorders. We have extended Newcombe's (1981) life table method
of estimating rates of onset to allow for these, in a Nelson-Aalen framework.
Such methods will be needed to analyse pedigrees in which genetic testing is
incomplete, which is likely to be the case in the absence of effective treatments.

6.2. Limits on Estimation

In the case of a single risk group with Mendelian probability/? at birth of car-
rying a mutation, the function A(x) being estimated has a finite upper bound,
that may present an intrinsic limit to inference from relatively small samples
(in this model framework).

6.3. Information in Pedigrees

We have identified the following data that should be included in pedigrees, in
respect of each complete sibship, to allow the time spent in various risk groups
to be found:

(a) the ages at which any genetic tests were taken;
(b) the parents' ages at the birth of each child; and
(c) the age at censoring or death of all unaffected siblings.

At present, genetic testing is so recent that (a) above is not yet important, but
it will be necessary in future.

6.4. Presenilin-1 Gene Mutations

We have estimated rates of onset of EOAD based on published pedigrees of
PSEN-1 mutations. While we were hampered by missing data, chiefly in respect of
unaffected siblings of sufferers, we were able to obtain upper and lower estimates
based on approximate minimum and maximum exposure times respectively. These
showed enough consistency to be useful, especially since they were sufficiently
high (roughly 0.1-0.2 by age 45) as to demonstrate penetrance exceeding 50%. If
more complete pedigrees were available, it would be possible to extend the esti-
mates to all relevant ages. We have not tried to model differences in ages at onset
among different families, but that is a worthwhile subject for future research.

6.5. Applications

This paper provides intensities that may be used to study the effect of genetic
tests for PSEN-1 mutations on insurance, both for individuals (in terms of
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possible premium loadings if insurers do use genetic test information) and for
other policyholders (possible costs of adverse selection if insurers do not use
genetic test information). That will be the topic of further work.
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APPENDIX A

THE GENETICS OF EARLY-ONSET ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

Fischer & Berberich (1999) provide an introduction to genetics for non-spe-
cialists with an insurance background; readers with no previous knowledge
of genetics might find it useful. For definitive treatments, useful for pursuing
further research in genetics and insurance, see Pasternak (1999) or Strachan &
Read (1999).

APP and PSEN-1 gene mutations account for 10-15% and 20-70% of EOAD,
respectively (Campion et al, 1999). They are highly penetrant; the absence of
AD by age 60 among confirmed carriers is rare. PSEN-2 gene mutations are
very rare. The ages at onset of EOAD also vary (PSEN-1 25-60, APP 40-65
and PSEN-2 45-84 (Campion et al, 1999)). It is quite possible that other genes
with mutations leading to EOAD will be found.

Pathogenic mutations of these genes are usually missense mutations, in
which an error at a single DNA base causes an incorrect amino acid to be
substituted in the protein produced by the gene. These genes are involved in
producing the /? amyloid peptide, that has 40 or more amino acids, and is
found in the amyloid plaques in the brains of both sporadic and familial AD
patients. The dominant hypothesis for AD (the 'amyloid cascade hypothesis')
suggests that overproduction of, or failure to clear, the long forms of the
peptide is crucial (Funato et al, 1999; Hardy, 1997). Mutated genes produce
Ay?42 or A/?43 rather than the less pathogenic A/?40 (Younkin et al, 1996; Czech,
Tremp & Pradier, 1999). See St. George-Hyslop (2000) for a review of the
molecular genetics of AD.

Also known as S182, the PSEN-1 gene was localised on chromosome 14
(location 14q24) in 1992 but could only be isolated in 1995 (Sherrington et
al, 1995). It is highly conserved in evolution, so mutations are rare. The cod-
ing region comprises 10 exons, numbered 3-12, and encodes a transmembrane
protein that is produced at low level in many different cell types, and is almost
homogeneously expressed in the brain and in peripheral tissues.

To date, nearly 100 different mutations causing EOAD have been found.
Appendix B summarises the families in which PSEN-1 mutations have been
found. The lowest ages at onset are around 30, while there are rare survivors
with a mutation at sufficiently high ages to suggest incomplete penetrance.
The few isolated cases could be sporadic rather than inherited mutations.
Overall, however, mutations appear to be highly penetrant before the age of
about 60.

This degree of genetic heterogeneity, plus the shared environment of each
family studied, could lead to systematic differences in age at onset in respect
of different families or mutations. The data are as yet inconclusive, though it
is possible that some measure such as mean age at onset within a family might
emerge as a covariate in any larger studies in future.
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APPENDIX B

PRESENILIN-1 MUTATIONS

The following table summarises the family studies in which PSEN-1 mutations have
been found.

(a) The mutations are specified in the standard notation in the genetics literature: for
example Ala79Val means that at the 19th position in the amino acid chain, the
amino acid Alanine has been replaced by Valine. Note that this refers to the prod-
uct of transcription; the amino acid chain may be subject to further processing
resulting in a shorter functional protein. The mutations are ordered by position.

(b) The pedigree IDs identify the particular family referred to in the study, with some
information about ethnicity (when available). The following abbreviations have
been used: Amer = American, Amer-C = American-Caucasian, Arg = Argentinian,
Ashk-J = Ashkenazi-Jewish, Aus = Australian, Bel = Belgian, Brit = British, C =
Caucasian, Col = Colombian, Dan = Danish, Eng = English, Fin = Finnish, Fr
= French, Fr-Can = French-Canadian, G = German, It = Italian, J = Japanese,
Mex = Mexican, Mex-A = Mexican-American, Pol = Polish, Rom-J = Romanian-
Jewish, Russ-J = Russian-Jewish, Scot = Scottish, Scot-I = Scottish-Irish, Sp =
Spanish, Swe = Swedish.

(c) The 'Used' column specifies whether the pedigree has been used for the estimates
made in this paper.

(d) The key to the pedigree summary is as follows:
c: Number of cases of EOAD in the family
g: Number of generations affected
a: Ages at onset of affected individuals
m: Mean age at onset of affected individuals (n = No. included in mean)
r: Range of ages at onset (minimum-maximum) of affected individuals

No.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Mutation

Ala79Va!

Val82Leu

delAI83/M84

Val94Met

Val96Phe

PhelOSLeu

Leull3Pro

del Intron4

Pedigree ID

1005, C

1087, C

1061, C

G
SA1 508, Fr

Scot

Col

OS-3. J

G
SAL 513, Fr

FD177, Eng

142, Eng

F105/160, Brit

Torl22, Brit

79/95, Brit

593, Brit

Used

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No

No
No
No
No

Pedigree Summary

c:8, g:3, m:53

c:3, g:3, m:55

c:2, g:2, m:58

m:64

c:2, g:2, a:55, 58

c:3, g:3, m:55, r:53-58

c:5, g:3, median:36

a:53 (sporadic?)

c:4, g:2, m: 52.5+5.07, r:49-60

c:3, g:3, a:50, 52, < 60

c:6, g:4, m:42.4±5.0, r:38-50

c:6, g:3

c:l (no family history)

c:17, g:6, m:37±3, r:36-40

c:10, g:3, m:37

c:4, g:3, m:37

c:l (no family history)

Reference

Crutsc/a/. (1998)

Crutse(a/. (1998)

Cruts <•(«/. (1998)

St.George-Hyslop (1998)

Finckh el al. (2000)

Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)

Steiner et al. (2001)

Jacquier et al. (2000)

Kamino et al. (1996)

Finckh et al. (2000)

Raux et al. (2000a)

Tysoe etal. (1998),

De Jonghe el al. (1999)

Tysoe et al. (1998),

De Jonghe et al. (1999)

De Jonghe et al. (1999)

De Jonghe et al. (1999)

De Jonghe el al. (1999)

De Jonghe el al. (1999)
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No. Mutation

9 Tyrll5His

10 Tyrll5Cys

11 Tyrll6Asn

12 Proll7Leu

13 Glul20Asp

14 GluHOLys

15 Glul23Lys

16 Asnl35Asp

17 Metl39Ile

18 Metl39Lys

19 Metl39Thr

20 Metl39Val

21 Ilel43Phe

22 Ilel43Thr

23 Metl46Ile-a

24 Metl46Ile-b

25 Metl46Leu

26 Metl46VaI

27 Thrl47Ile

28 Leul53Val

Pedigree ID

ALZ 025, Fr

ALZ 076, Fr

1066, C

Dan
Pol
Rom-J

ALZ 057, Fr

V, Brit

F121, Brit

ABCD-2, J

Mex-A

1674,C

ALZ 034, Fr

CAE 010, Fr

Sp
F148, Brit

F206, Brit

G
G
G
A, Brit

AD/A, Bel

Dan

E-M, Swe

FAD4(OkIal), It

Torl.l, It

FAD4 It

It
It
It
AR1, Arg

ALZ 204, Fr

Finl

Man92/20

NY5201

ALZ 047, Fr

Fr

Used

No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes
No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Pedigree Summary

c:2, g:2, a:35, 37

c:3, g:3, r:36-47

c:10, g:4, m:45

c:4, g:3, m:38, r:35-41

c:8, g:3, m: 30.3±4.2, r:24-33

c:4, g:3, r:43-48

c:4, g:3, r:42-53

c:10, g:4, m:46.4±4.2, r:41-53

c:6, g:3, r:32-39

c:4, g:3, a:56, 62 (2 unknown)

c:9, g:5, r:34-38

details not reported

c:l, g:l, a:37 (isolated case)

c:2, g:2, a:48, 50

c:2, g:l,a:47, 48

c:7, g:3, m:44.3, r:42-48

c:9, g:4, m:37.7, r:36-40

c:6, g:3, r:42-44

c:3, g:3, a:32 (2 unknown)

c:l, g:l, a:40 (isolated case)

c:3, g:2, a:55, 53, 57

c:43, g:6, m:35.1±4.8, r:26-45

c:7, g:3, m:44.4, r:38-57

c:6, g:4, m:42.7±6.3, r:35-49

c:8, g:3, m:45

No details published

c:3, m:45

c:3, m:36

m:35

3 from 3 families

c:10, g:3, m:42±2.5 (gen II-III,

n:6, r:40-46), m:35±2 (gen IV,

n:4, r:33-38)

c:6, g:3, r:38-47

c:3, g:3; m:36

c:2, g:2, m:40

c:7, g:2, m:37

c:l (no other details)

c:4, g:3, r:37-46

c:5, g:3, r:34-38

Reference

Campion et al. (1995a)

Campion et al. (1999)

Cruts et al. (1998), Hardy (1997)

Romero et al. (1999)

Wisniewski et al. (1998)

Reznik-Wolf et al. (1996a, 1996b),

St.George-Hyslop (1998)

Campion et al. (1999)

Poorkaj et al. (1998),

Bird et al. (1996)

Hutton et al. (1996), Hardy (1997)

Yasuda et al. (1999)

Crook et al. (1998)

Boteva et al. (1996)

Dumanchin et al. (1998)

Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)

Queralt et al. (2001)

Clark et al. (1995), Hutton et al.

(1996), Fox et al. (1997),

Palmer et al. (1999)

Clark et al. (1995), Hutton et al.

(1996), Fox et al. (1997),

Palmer et al. (1999)

Hull etal. (1998)

Finckh et al. (2000)

Sandbrink et al. (1996)

Rossor et al. (1996),

Pa lmers al. (1999)

Cruts et al. (1995),

M a r t i n e t / . (1991)

Jorgensen et al. (1996),

Cervenakova et al. (1996)

Gustafson el al. (1998)

Sherrington et al. (1995),

Clark et al. (1995)

Sherrington et al. (1995)

Sorbi et al. (1995)

Sorbi etal. (1995)

Sorbi et al. (1995)

Terreni et al. (2000)

Morelli et al. (1998)

Campion et al. (1999)

Clark e(a/.(1995)

Clark etal.(l995)

Clark «a/.(1995)

Cervenakova et al. (1996)

Campion et al. (1999)

Raux et al. (2000b)
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No.

29

30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47

48
49
50
51
52

53

54
55

Mutation

Hisl63Arg

Hisl63Ile

Hisl63Tyr

Trpl65Cys

Trpl65Gly

Leul66Arg

Serl69Leu

Serl69Pro

Leul71Pro

Leul73Trp

Phel77Ser

Serl78Pro

Glul84Asp

Gly206Ser

Gly209Arg

Gly209Val

Ile213Thr

Leu219Phe

Leu219Pro

Gln222Ala

Ala231Thr

Ala231Val

Met233Leu

Met233Thr

Leu235Pro

Ala246Glu

Leu250Sel

Pedigree ID

LH 603, Fr-Can

Tor 42, C
SAL 001, Fr

TK-2, J

H-1,J

J
J
Miy, J

HR1,G

J
AD-Kae, J
J
Fr
J
Swed2

Swed

ALZ 064, Fr

J
Sp
PERTH-4, Aus

Sp
Ped 1, Mex
Ped 2-4, Mex

ROU 118, Fr

ABCD-1, J

J

L, G

OS-2, J

It
MELB-1, Aus

ALZ 043, Fr

1072, C

Sp
PERTH-1, Aus

ALZ 079, Fr

SAL 510, Fr

FAD 1, C

F184, Brit

Used

No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes

Pedigree Summary

c:25, m:47.9±6.2, r:37-68

c:2, m:45
c:4, g:3, r:42-47

m:47.4±4.04, r:43-50

c:14, m:39

c:l,a:38

c:l,a:51
c:2, m:45

cl3, g:4, m:46.9±4.8, r:40-55

c:14,g:5
c:l, a:41(sporadic)

c:3, g:2, a: all late 40s

c:2 (no other details)

m:47

c:8, g:3, m:47

c:22, g:4, m:54

c:3, g:3, r:37-47

c:5, g:3, m:35.8, r:34-38

c:6, g:3, r:32-44

c:3, g:2, a:31, 36, 39

c:4, g:2, a:33, 34, 35, 35

c:3, g:4, m:40

3 families, m:36, 37, 39

c:2, g:2, a:24, 29

details not published

details not published

c:4, g:3, m:38.1±5.1

details not published

c:3, g:2, m:49.6±3.1, a:46, 48, 53

c:19, g:4, m:41.3±4.5, r:30-48

c:4, g:2, m:45.0±4.24, r:42-48

details not published

c:10, g:5, a:47, 53, 54

(7 unknown)

details not published

c:4, g:3, m:52, r:45-57

c:6, g:3, m:58

c:l, a:46 (isolated case)

c:4, g:2, m:35

c:5, g:3, r:38-45

c:4, g:2, m:32.5

c:5, g:3, r:29-39 (update)

c:9, g:3, m:55

c:7, g:3, median:52, r:49-56

Reference

Bird et al. (1996), Sherrington

et al. (1995), Boteva et al. (1996),

Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Sherrington et al. (1995)
Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)

Kaminoefa/. (1996)
Kamimura « a/. (1998)

Kamimura et al. (1998)

Kamimura et al. (1998)

Kamimura et al. (1998)

Birder al. (1996),
Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Tanahashi et al. (1995)
Tanahashi et al. (1996)

Poduslo et al. (1996)

Cervenakova et al. (1996)

Kaminorta/. (1996)

Clark et al. (1995)

Axelman el al. (1998)

Campion et al. (1999)

Higuchi et al. (2000)

Ezquerra et al. (2000)

Taddei et al. (1998)

Ezquerra et al. (1999)

Ramirez-Duenas et al. (1998)

Ramirez-Duenas et al. (1998)

Campion et al. (1999)

Fraser et al. (2000)

Fraser et al. (2000)

Yasudae/a/. (1997)

Fraser et al. (2000)

Sugiyama«a/. (1999)

Bird et al. (1996), Cruts and
Van Broeckhoven (1998),

Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Kamino et al. (1996)

Terreni et al. (2000)

Smith et al. (1999)

Fraser et al. (2000)

Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)

Cruts et al. (1998), Hardy (1997)

Aldudo et al. (1999)

Kv/oketal. (1997)
Campion et al. (1999)

Campion et al. (1996)

Campion et al. (1999)

Sherrington et al. (1995)

Hutton et al. (1996), Hardy

(1997), Harvey et al. (1998)
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No.

56

57
58
59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68
69

70

71

72

Mutation

Ala260Val

Val261Phe

Leu262Phe

Cys263Arg

Pro264Leu

Pro267Ser

Arg269GIy

Arg269His

Glu273Ala

Arg278Thr

Glu280Ala

Glu280Gly

Leu282Arg

Ala285Val

Leu286Val

Ser289Cys

Ser290Cys

Pedigree ID

AM/JPN 1, J

Swe
MGH12, C

KG, Brit

MGH6, C

SAL 511, Fr

SAL 506, Fr

SAL 1633, Fr

EOFAD-6

F196, Brit

Amer-C

Amer-C

MAT-1, J

Ok-1, J

P-2, C

Cl, Col

C2, Col

C3, Col

C4, Col

C5, Col

C8, Col

C12, Col

FAD-Ok, J

F771

Col
COL

F168, Brit

F183, Brit

F196, Brit

Sp

SD-6, J

TOH-1, J

J

FAD2

Ashk-J

Used

No

No
No
No
No

Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

No

Pedigree Summary

c:9, g:3, m:40.3±5.5, r:27-46

c:4, g:2, a:38 (3 unknown)

c:3, g:l,a:47, 48, 56

c:5, m:50

m:47

c:5, g:2, m:43.2±1.6, r:41-45

c:2, g:l, a:45, 50

c:6, g:3, r:45-56

c:4, g:3, r:46-52

c:4, g:3, r:51-55

m:39

c:5, g:3, m:35, r:32-38

c:3, g:2, a:47, 52, 54

c:2, g:2, a:46, 61

c:2, m:50

c:2, m:63

c:l, g:l, a:37 (isolated case)

c:ll,g:3,m:49.9±6.9, r:41-55

c:67, g:6, m:47.4±4.8, r:39-55

c:10, g:4, m:52.0±4.9, r:41-59

c:10m:52.2±5.3, r:46-60

c:9m:47.4±11.9, r:36-62

c:6 m:52.2±2.7, r:47-55

c:l,a:42

c:2, m:57

m:45
c:2 (from separate families?)

c:l,a:47

c:5, g:3, m:41, r:39-42

c:2, g:3, m:43, r:42-45

c:l, g:l (no age data)

m:43±5

c:3, g:3, m:51

c:2, g:3, a:55, 45

related to SD-6 or TOH-1?

c:9, g:3, m:50

c:4, g:2, a:42, 47, 48, 50s

no age data

c:15, g:4,m:47.5±3.3

Reference

Rogaev et al. (1995), Ikeda et al.

(1996), Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Farlow et al. (2000)

Forsell et al. (1997)

Wascoe/a/. (1995)

St.George-Hyslop (1998)

Bird et al. (1996),

Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Wasco et al. (1995)

Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)

Campion et al. (1999)

Campion et al. (1999)

Kwok et al. (1997)

Clark et al. (1995), Hutton et al.

(1996), Palmer et al. (1999)

Perez-Tur et al. (1996),

Hardy (1997) "

G6mez-Isla et al. (1997)

Kamimura et al. (1998),

Hardy (1997)

Kamimura et al. (1998)

Kwok et al. (1997)

Clark et al. (1995),

Lendon eJ a/. (1997)

Clark et al. (1995),

Lendon el al. (1997)

Clark et al. (1995),

Lendon et al. (1997)

Lendon et al. (1997)

Lendon et al. (1997)

Lendon et al. (1997)

Lendon et al. (1997)

Tanahashi et al. (1996)

Clark et al. (1995)

Jacquier et al. (2000)

Kwok et al. (1997)

Clark et al. (1995),

Hutton et al. (1996)

Clark et al. (1995),

Hutton et al. (1996)

Palmer et al. (1999)

Aldudoe(a/. (1998)

Ikeda et al. (1996)

Aoki et al. (1997)

Rogaev et al. (1995)

Sherrington et al. (1995)

Chapman et al. (1995)

Cruts et al. (1996)

Sato et al. (1998),

Hardy (1997)
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No.

73

74
75

76
77

78
79
80

81
82

83

84
85
86

87
88
89
90
91

Mutation

291-319 Del

(+Ser290Cys)
Glu317Gly
Glu318Gly

Gly378Glu
Gly384Ala

Ser390Ile
Leu392Pro
Leu392Val

Asn405Ser
Ala409Thr

Cys410Tyr

Leu418Phe
Leu424Arg ,

Ala426Pro

Ala431Glu
Ala434Cys
Pro436Gln
Pro436Ser

Ile439Val

Pedigree ID

AusAD-1
(EOFAD-3), Aus
AusAD-2, Aus
AusAD-3, Aus
Finn2, Fin

Fin
F74, Brit

TK-1,J

ALZ 059, Fr
G
Swe
PERTH-5, Aus
1069
Fr
AD/B, Bel

FAD-Yg, J
Ygl.J
ALZ 107, Fr
It
FAD R01, Fr
It

HI-1, J
Sp
FAD3(SNW),
Russ-J
NIH2
ROU011,Fr

HRX-III(XIII),
Scot-I

SYD-1
F223, Brit

Used

Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No

Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No

Pedigree Summary

c:13, g:3, m:45.8±6.1, r:36-54

c:4
No details published
c:22, g:4, m:50.9±5.2, r:40-61

c:4, g:2, a:43, 45, 42, 40
c:7, g:4, r:39-50

c:15, g:4, m:47.5±3.3

no age data
c:3, g:3, r:42-50
c:l, g:l, a:47 (isolated case)
c:4, g:2, r:60-68
c:3, g:2
c:2, g:2, m:57

c:6, g:3, m:35, r:34-38
c:25, g:5, m:34.7±3.0, r:30-39

c:4, m:35
c:10, m:36
c:4, g:3, r:39-40
c:4, g:3, m:38.3±4.0

c:38, g:5, r:39-52
results unpublished
c:l, g:l, a:48 (isolated case)
c:l,a:58
c:20, g:4?, m:51.7±2.7, r:48-56

No details published
c:14, g:4, r:40-60
c:l (no other details)

details not published
no details available
c:6, g:2, m:46.0+3.5, r:41-51

details not published
details not published
c:2, g:2
c:2, g:2, a:44, 50

details not published

Reference

Kwok et al. (1997, 1998, 2000),
Smith et al. (2001)
Kwok et al. (2000)
Kwok et al (2000)
Crook et al. (1998) Prihar et al.
(1999), Verkkoniemi et al. (2000)
Hiltunen et al. (2000)
Perez-Tur et al. (1995),
Hutton et al. (1996)
Sato el al. (1998)
Hardy (1997)

Campion et al. (1999)
Sandbrink et al. (1996)
Forsell rt a/. (1997)
Taddeie/a/. (1998)
Cruts et al. (1998)
Besancon et al. (1997)
Cruts etal. (1995),
Martine/ al. (1991)
Tanahashi et al. (1996)
Kamimura et al. (1998)
Campion et al. (1999)
Tedde et al. (2000)
Campion et al. (1995b, 1999)
Rogaev et al. (1995)
Yasuda et al. (2000)
Aldudoe/a/. (1999)

Sherrington et al. (1995), Clark et
al. (1995), Poorkaj et al. (1998)
Sherrington et al. (1995)
Campion et al. (1995a, 1999)
Cervenakova et al. (1996)

Fraser et al. (2000)
Kowalska«a/. (1999)

Bird et al. (1996), Hardy (1997),
Poorkaj et al. (1998)

Fraser et al. (2000)
Fraser et al. (2000)

Taddei (1998)
Palmer et al. (1999), Hardy (1997)

Fraser et al. (2000)
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